4 THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT
PHYSICIAN SUCCESSION
PLANNING
Newest data from Jackson Physician Search
and MGMA White Paper: Getting Ahead of
Physician Turnover in Medical Practices

WHY EVERY HEALTHCARE
ORGANIZATION NEEDS A
PHYSICIAN SUCCESSION PLAN
More than 2 of every 5 active physicians will be age
65+ within the next 10 years.
Source: The Complexities of Physician Supply and Demand: Projections from 2019-2034, AAMC 2021

61%

62% of physicians report that their
burnout is caused by their employer,
while only 14% of administrators think
the same.

OF PHYSICIANS ARE
CURRENTLY
EXPERIENCING
BURNOUT

On average, physicians rate their satisfaction with their employer at
a 5.5 on a scale of 0-10.
More than 50% ranked themselves as dissatisﬁed.

ON A SCALE
OF 0-10, PHYSICIANS
RATE SATISFACTION A

Very Dissatisﬁed

Very Satisﬁed

5.5

In the past year:
• 46% of physicians considered leaving to
work for another healthcare employer
• 43% considered retiring early
• 27% considered leaving medicine
altogether

16%

ONLY
HAVE A FORMAL,
WRITTEN PHYSICIAN
SUCCESSION
PLAN

Yet, administrators rank the
importance of having one a 7.5
on a scale of 0-10.

1
THREE MOST
IMPORTANT
ELEMENTS OF A
PHYSICIAN
SUCCESSION PLAN
• Recruitment plan to replace retiring physicians
• Transition plan for retiring physicians who want
to work part-time in the practice
• Mentor program to minimize the experience gap
that results when a tenured physician is replaced
by a younger provider

2
THREE MOST
IMPORTANT
OBJECTIVES OF
A PHYSICIAN
SUCCESSION PLAN
• Meeting Patient Demand
• Strengthening Culture
• Forecasting Future Recruitment Needs

3
EVERY ORGANIZATION
NEEDS TWO TYPES
OF PHYSICIAN
SUCCESSION PLANS
1. Long-term Succession Plan
Physician turnover is inevitable, but often you have
time to plan for their departure. Because some
specialties take much longer to recruit than others, it
is critical to have a formal, written succession plan to
minimize gaps in coverage.

2. Emergency Succession Plan
Some physician departures come as a surprise,
leaving an immediate gap in coverage. The emergency
succession plan identiﬁes a physician who could take
charge for a short time, while a long-term permanent
replacement is hired and trained.

4
FIVE STEPS TO
CREATING A
PHYSICIAN
SUCCESSION
PLAN
1. Survey your physicians to learn about their
retirement plans.
2. Involve shareholders to create buy-in and
alignment.
3. Consider internal candidates to determine if an
external search is necessary.
4. Have a strong onboarding program and mentor
incoming physicians.
5. Prioritize positions that have the biggest impact on
the health of your practice; start recruiting early.

Reach out to a Jackson Physician Search recruitment expert
today at jacksonphysiciansearch.com

